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Topical Importance: A review of the literature on the problem under

consideration refrects the fact that the disadvantage of the modern practice of

teaching foreign languages in preschool educational institutions is its low

productivity due to inadecluate intell'ectual richness of the lessons' This is due to

the lack of scientificalty based cognitive model of training of children of preschool

age.

CurrentlytheetTor-tsofrepresentativesofdiftbrentSciencesthescientitjc

theoretical basis for the development of cognitive approach in the methodology of

fbreign language teaching preschoolers' lt works in the fleld of cognitive

psychology ancl cognitive linguistics, philosophyi developmental child psychology'

theories and methods of teaching fbreign ianguages. The nrain provisions of- these

Sciences was rhe basis of this study. Their review suggests that the problem of the

cognitive approach to fbreign language teaching preschoolers to date rrot received a

cleep theoretical and practical perfecdon' ' '' 
{

The above causes are responsible for the formulation of the research topic'

His problern lies in the necessity of deveropment of theoreticar foundations and



practical ways of implementation of the cognitive approach to teaching foreign

speech of preschool children.

Goals: the design of teaching foreign language in the speech of preschool

children with regard to cognitive approach.

Tasks:

1) determine key categories of the study;

2) figure out psycho-physiological and speech features preschooler;

3) to examine the theoretical Foundation of the preschoolers learning other

languages;

4) perform the analysis of the cognitive methods of teaching foreign

language in the speech of preschool children;

5) to develop a set of cognitive games for teaching foreign speech of

preschool children.

Theoretical value and practical applicability: Theoretical significance of

the research is determined by the fact that it analyzes the proaess of preparing and

conducting cognitive games in the framework of foreign language teaching

preschoolers, refined the structure ahd content of these games. The practical

significance lies in the possibility of use in the practice of preschool educational

institutions of our recommendations on the selection of cognitive games and

teaching materials.

lmplementation advice: developed complex cognitive games'will help to more

effectively conduct classes in a foreign language in pre-school educational

institutions.


